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 (Narrator) Once there was a family that went to get some Burgers! But, something terrible 

 happened! Like really TERRIBLE! 

 In The Car pulling up to the Burger Place 

 (Neal) Thanks for bringing us to the Burger Place Dad. 

 (Dad)  You’re welcome. We haven't been to this place In a long time. 

 (Lucy) But, make sure to not put cheese on my burger. Because I'm lactose intolerant. 

 (Rebbeca) Yeah, we know Lucy. 

 Inside The Burger Place, sitting in a booth after eating 

 (Lucy) Thanks for not getting my order wrong Dad. 

 (Dad) No problem Lu- 

 (Neal) AHHHHHHH! 

 (Rebbeca) Dude! We're in a resturant! 

 (Dad) What happened Neal?!? 

 (Neal) Half of my burger is gone! 

 (Lucy) What happened to it? 

 (Neal) Exactly Lucy! I don't know? 

 (Dad) Well I guess we'll have to look for it. 

 (Rebecca) Oh great, new adventure. 

 (Dad) So, where was the last time you saw it? 

 (Neal) Right in front of me before I went to the bathroom! 
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 (Lucy) Maybe we can check the park. We ate there for a little bit. 

 (Neal) Good idea lucy! Let's go there now! 

 At the Park 

 (Rebbeca) Who would leave a burger at the park? 

 (Neal) Come on, we're just checking. 

 (Dad) Look there's a Park Ranger,maybe we can ask him. 

 (Neal) Hello. 

 (Park Ranger) Hello. 

 (Neal) Have you seen a burger around here, like on a bench or something? 

 (Park Ranger) Sir. First, I’m a Park ranger. Second, no I have not seen your burger. 

 (Dad) Okay, thank you for your participation. 

 (Neal) (Sigh) Where can it be? 

 (Dad) Neal, I'm sorry to say this but, is a burger really that worth it? 

 (Neal) Dad, It was the most beautiful half of a burger in the world! 

 (Dad) Okay,calm down Neal. 

 (Rebbecca) Yeah but seriously Neal, it's just a burger. 

 (Dad) Maybe we can check the Burger Place one more time. 

 Back at The Burger Place 

 (Dad) See Neal, we're at the same booth in the restaurant. It's not here. 

 (Rebbeca) Maybe we should just- 
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 (Neal) Wait I remember what i did to the burger it's kind of gross and annoying but, i ate the 

 Burger in the bathroom. 

 (Everyone but Neal) Ewww, NEALL! 

 (Neal) (chuckles) Sorry. 

 The End!!!!! 


